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Introduction
For most businesses adding a colocation facility is much more convenient and easier
than building a data center from scratch. Colocation supplies high performance
bandwidth, fast network connections and robust power to cater to the changing
demands of businesses. It allows organizations to flexibly scale, without involving huge
investment, and least hassles. Choosing colocation help businesses to mitigate risks
and save money by making strategic use of colocation facility. Colocation ensures that
enterprises’ IT assets are secured and maintained in a professionally handled
environment.

Executive Summary
This whitepaper throws light on how colocation helps companies improve redundancy,
reduce costs and free up IT resources by housing their IT infrastructure in a secure,
advanced and fully redundant data center. However, selecting a right colocation facility
or provider is not at all easy as it sounds. This whitepaper urges businesses to
consider several factors mentioned herein when selecting colocation providers. There
is a revelation that choosing the right facilities enables companies to optimize their
network performance and secure access to their scalable infrastructure. The study
also analyses the reasons that make server colocation a better alternative with
accentuating workplace mobility and driving business agility are additional points of
discussion.

Colocation: An Overview
Colocation is a kind of web hosting service where the client leases a cabinet, rack
space, cages and Internet backbone with multiple network connections for the fastest
possible transit of their business-critical applications. Companies housing their IT
infrastructure in these facilities share redundant power, high-performance bandwidth,
with minimal network latency at lower costs. In Co-location, the server hardware is
entirely owned and operated by the client while service provider owes the full
responsibility for availability, security and scalability.
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This facility leasing model enables organizations to rent space equipped with power,
cooling and network functionality. Additionally, businesses adopting colocation take
advantage of greater physical- and procedural-security measures. The inevitable
security measures encompass remote access to data and applications, physical
access to servers, and protection against catastrophes including: power outages,
fire, flood, and other environmental challenges. Owing to diverse business
requirements, a host of flexible options have been made available to the businesses
ranging from rack cabinets to secure cages.

Who Chooses Colocation?
In this fast-paced business scenario, all size companies are showing inclination
towards outsourcing trends to add agility to their business and gain competitive edge.
Building and maintaining a data center is an expensive preposition demanding huge
capital flow and ongoing maintenance costs. With the high costs and risks of
architecting a data center, most of the organizations are switching to colocation to
gain access to world’s leading carriers and Internet for streaming multimedia, Voice
over IP (VoIP), and other applications.
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According to the research conducted by MarketsandMarkets, the global colocation
market is estimated to be $25.72 billion in 2013 and is expected to grow to $43.34
billion in 2018. The study illustrates Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 11.0%
from 2013 to 2018.
Outsourcing IT infrastructure to a third-party colocation provider turns capital
expenditure (CAPEX) to operating expenditure (OPEX) with predictable monthly fees.
Colocation is more scalable and cost-effective than in-house solution, giving access to
global IP networks and state-of-the-art infrastructure.
As the competition among businesses is at rife, enterprises are challenged to
connect the dots that exist between existing technologies and conventional hosting
solutions. Today’s colocation solutions support high-density computing, hybridization
of IT infrastructure and centralized management, enabling businesses to provide
enhanced user experience.

How Can Colocation Be Beneficial For A Business Of Any
Size?
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Information dependent businesses across the globe are switching to dedicated
servers to win an edge over their competition. This step ensures that the online
presence of such a business stays maintained within the frontline of web based
commerce and web dependent data retrieval.
But fact remains that, building and maintaining an onsite date center is costly. After
all it calls for major equipment purchases, manpower for programming and monitoring
activities as well as housing facilities to store the company’s dedicated server
equipment. While a large business can actually go forth and set up an in-house server
and deploy an IT department to enjoy speed and reliability of dedicated servers,
small/independent businesses cannot afford the same. That is the reason why small as
well as mid-sized businesses look for a cost effective approach to leverage dedicated
hosting and allied technologies. This is where colocation hosting comes into the
picture.
A few features of colocation hosting services which can prove beneficial for
businesses of all sizes are as follows:

Best data storage infrastructure through colocation:
Businesses can bid goodbye to the implementation and management of hardware
required to store data effectively. Colocation offers a full scale server solution where
critical data is well taken care of by dedicated IT professionals.

Increased security and up-time:
Data security and up-time are high-priority points in any business. By renting a
colocation data center, companies get to leverage industry leading as well as
nterprise-class physical and/or virtual security measures. These are deployed to
ensure that the data stays safe. Further, a seamless up-time guarantee ensures that
businesses can count on a colocation provider’s resilient infrastructure.

Colocation propagates alongside a business:
Data storage needs of a growing business changes dynamically. Businesses can
contact a data center to arrange for the allocation of more space instead of worrying
about cost and upheavals related to the addition of in-house hardware.
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Selling point:
Any business which is backed by a reliable colocation service can utilize the service as
a great selling point. This factor can be added onto the literature of a website as
well as made a part of all benefits which drive the sales strategy.

Save money
A business which takes advantage of colocation services enjoys a cost benefit. So
the company proceeds with a predictable cost to cover server space, maintenance
and all security needs.

Colocation Drives Business Agility
A good colocation service helps a business to reap the benefits of all the substantial
leads delivered by a dedicated server infrastructure. Thanks to colocation, companies
need not experience the strain of building a data center from ground up. Colocation
hosting providers actually allow renting and/or purchasing servers which are operated
out of a remote facility. Such an infrastructure mandatorily includes a temperature
controlled environment. It has adequate generator backups to ensure uninterrupted
power supply and also avoids system crashes and/or downtime. .
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A plus point of colocation hosting service is that on-site, hands on maintenance and
monitoring personnel are made readily available to businesses. Dedicated servers are
maintained and all the corresponding facilities are implemented with certain patches
and upgrades. By signing a full term service contract, a business is rest assured that
the equipment will keep functioning at optimum levels. As a result, any company with
small IT departments can rely on such a hosting service for complete data
management.

What to Look for in a Colocation Facility and Provider?
If you comprehend the nitty-gritties of colocation, you can take the right move to shift
your IT infrastructure to colocation server. However, picking a reliable provider is tough
as there are several factors to take into account prior to selecting one. The following
points make you aware of what to look for when choosing a colocation service provider

Performance

Performance of the colocation facility matters a lot. The facility must be stable and is
capable of providing incessant service and fast recovery in case there is a network or
datacenter downtime.
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Network and Bandwidth
Make sure that the facility or provider is facilitated with fast network and bandwidth.
In fact, both featuring redundancy and high-quality upstream enable you to store and
access your mission-critical data at striking speeds.

Service Quality
Look for facilities carrying service level agreements (SLAs) that are concise, clear and
favorable to companies. Optimal service quality helps to upkeep your equipment and
enables you to access it whenever you need it.

Security

It is recommended to avail the services of those providers that guarantee to adopt
stringent security measures to protect rack cabinets and cages. In simple words, the
facility should be secured and have a clear security protocol for access.
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Proximity
Businesses availing colocation usually control and manage their hardware and
software. As a result, companies are urged to select colocation facilities in proximity
to locations they reside. This way, visits to the facility do not waste your full day.
However, reputable service providers will offer free remote hands support, thereby
eliminating the hassles of visiting the data center for petty issues like server reboots,
screen reads, putting a disk in drive, etc. At the same time, the local facility also helps
you to seek prompt assistance from IT staff for server deployment and configuration.

Tech Support
Make sure that the colocation facility claims to offer round-the-clock tech support
that complements your anticipated needs. In fact, effective and prompt tech support
mitigates the amount of loss incurred in the event of network and datacenter
outages.

Monitoring
It is recommended to select the colocation facility that has a state-of-the-art
Network Operations Center (NOC), which is manned with certified technicians to
monitor the internal and external network. These technicians are also capable of
diagnosing and troubleshooting server problems without affecting its performance.

Workplace Mobility Continues to Increase with Colocation:
Employees are Becoming Mobile and Enjoying Remote Access with Colocation.
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Why Enterprises are Prioritizing Mobility Support for the Employees?
Enterprises are supporting the growing number of employees who use mobile devices
like laptops, tablets and smartphones to perform work at office, home and while on the
move.
The graph below suggests that substantial number of organizations is integrating
mobility support services for their employees.

Business of all contours including sales, marketing, customer service, and support are
rampantly adopting colocation solution to free their IT resources and focus on their
core competencies. As far as employees are concerned, colocation benefits them from
easy accessibility of mission-critical files with the support of high-end Internet
connected devices like smartphones, notepads and so on.
Geographically distributed workforce can easily access the backend applications,
network and data with any Internet ready devices. Availing colocation solution
ascertains that business critical applications experience maximum uptime,
irrespective of the disaster event.
In fact, mobility applications enable companies accelerate decision-making process,
resolve internal issues quickly, and increase the productivity.
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Conclusion:
Colocation can help businesses to expand their footprints; reach new markets in new
geographies, and scale up/down the resources to respond to emerging business
opportunities. Cost effectiveness, robust security and seamless uptime and anytime
anywhere access to data and applications (remote access) are a few reasons why
colocation has become a highly reliable option for both emerging and existing
enterprises. A comprehensive analysis is mandatory when choosing a colocation
provider that shoulders the responsibility of providing network availability, data
security and application scalability to the fullest.
Go4Hosting.in is a pioneer in colocation hosting services, offering customized and
superior scalability and upgradability options to all size businesses. Headquartered in
India, the company provides custom-built colocation solutions to help businesses in
keeping their IT infrastructure secure, up and running all the time while enabling them
to take advantage of operational efficiencies.
For more information, please visit our website www.go4hosting.in
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